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ABSTRACT: Biomimetic dry adhesives have many attractive features, such as reversible and repeatable adhesion against various
surfaces. This paper presents a method for the simple fabrication of biomimetic dry adhesives composed of a mushroom-shaped
structure, which is based on conventional photolithography and molding. Firstly a masked and a maskless exposure are
performed on the top and bottom of a photoresist, respectively, that generates microholes with an undercut after development.
This structured photoresist is then used for molding, leading to mushroom-shaped structural features after sacrificing the
photoresist. Because of the convenience of photolithography, the proposed method has the potential to fabricate various dry
adhesives cost-efficiently.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Biomimetic dry adhesives have many applications because they
can provide strong, yet reversible attachment, and repeatable
adhesion property against various surfaces. Many researchers
have confirmed that some small animals, such as geckos, can
adhere firmly to various surfaces by van der Waals forces due to
the unique topography of their feet, which consists of abundant
microscopic foot hairs (setae) split into numerous nanoscale
ends (spatula).1−3 A large amount of research has been focused
on various bottom-up and top-down approaches to characterize
the structural shapes of dry adhesives.4−15 According to the
contact splitting theory, the dry adhesion property can be
improved by decreasing the pillar diameter and increasing the
number of pillars.16 Recent theoretical and experimental
research has proven that the tip shape of the pillars is a
significant factor for enhancing the adhesion, and that pillars
with a mushroom-shaped tip tend to be able to produce a
higher pull-off force than those with concave, spherical or flat
tips.17−22 In addition, hierarchical structures have been studied
to enhance the dry adhesion on surfaces with varying degrees of
roughness and orientations as they improve the compliance and

adaptability with regards to non-planar surfaces.6,8,23,24

Furthermore, gecko feet were found to demonstrate excellent
directional adhesion, which allows for smart attachment to and
detachment from various surfaces.9,25,26 Researchers have
confirmed that tilted pillars can mimic this anisotropic
adhesion, as such a microstructure can produce a strong
adhesion only when loaded in a specific direction.27,28

Therefore, to better mimic this smart adhesion, researchers
have incorporated various tilted structures into artificial dry
adhesives.8,9,29

So far, numerous processes have been proposed to fabricate
different types of dry adhesives with mushroom-shaped tips. In
some of these processes, the first step is to generate a mold
array that has undercut microholes. For example, a mold with
undercut microholes was generated by photolithography on a
UV photoresist to define the microhole array and then a DUV
(deep UV) exposure on a DUV sensitive material (PMGI) was
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performed to form the undercut; this involved two chemical
developments because two photo-sensitive materials were
used.7 On the basis of the deep-UV patterning of commercial
acrylic with semi-collimated light available from germicidal
lamps and careful combination with processing conditions,
relatively high-aspect-ratio fibers with overhanging caps were
produced over large areas. However, this technology requires
the molding and demolding to be performed twice, which
increases the fabrication complexity.30 Mushroom-shaped tips
can also be generated by mechanical pressing. For example, in a
two-step process proposed by Jeong,13 a partially cured
micropillar array was generated by molding a UV-curable
resin first, then a modification of the micropillar tips was
performed by a mechanical pressing, followed by a post-curing
stage. Similarly, mushroom-shaped tips were also formed by
dipping the pre-formed pillar tips into a liquid polymer and
then pressing them onto a planar substrate with a constant load,
following by curing at room temperature for 24 h.9 These
mechanical pressing processes can be faced with a problem
related to controlling the lateral shape and spatial consistencies
of the tips over a large area because of a lack of lateral
confinement for the material reflow.
To fabricate an array of slanting pillars, a mold was generated

via a slanting etching on poly-Si to form tilted holes with
undercuts by inserting an etch-stop layer of silicon dioxide.8

While this process is powerful for generating a tilted pillar array
with spatular tips by molding, the deep ion reactive etching and
tilted etching technique tends to be costly. By shearing a
partially cured PDMS replica at a predetermined shear distance,
a PDMS replica mold with tilted cylindrical holes and tips was
achieved after being fully cured in its sheared state at 75 °C for
24 h, which resulted in a PU-based dry adhesive once it was
peeled off from the PDMS replica. This technology is easy and
scalable, but mushroom-shaped tips have been ignored.26

Recently, 3D direct laser writing has been used to fabricate
mushroom-shaped structures.12 Though direct laser writing is a
very flexible and rapid prototyping method, allowing the
fabrication of arbitrary structures, it can have poor productivity.
This paper presents a facile method for fabricating

mushroom-shaped structures based on conventional photo-
lithography and molding. Masked and maskless exposures are
performed on the top and bottom of a positive-tone photoresist
on a glass substrate, respectively, that generates an array of
microholes with a bottom undercut after development,
followed by molding to fabricate mushroom-shaped structures.
Performed on a nanopatterned substrate, it can form a
hierarchical mushroom-shaped structure, whereas, when
exposed with an inclined angle, slanting mushroom-shaped
structures can be generated for anisotropic adhesion. It is
possible to use this method for the cost-efficient fabrication of a
range of mushroom-shaped adhesion structures on a large area.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The basic fabrication procedure for mushroom-shaped micro pillars is
shown in Figure 1. An AZ P4620 photoresist is spun on the glass slide
at 1000 rpm, followed by 5 min of soft baking at 100 °C. The spin-
coating and soft baking are performed twice to produce a 30 μm thick
film, as measured using the Profile system. Then, a UV light is passed
through a mask from the top side and the exposure dosage is adjusted
to ensure a complete exposure of the photoresist. In addition, the UV
light irradiates the back side and the AZ P4620 is exposed for a short
time without any masking so that only a thin layer is completely
exposed. Furthermore, areas in closer proximity to the substrate are
better exposed. This step is simple yet significant when finally

achieving the undercut microholes because the bottom of photoresist
can be developed off after exposure. Following this, a precise
development of the wafer is performed in a solution of 0.5 wt %
NaOH. Afterwards, PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Chemicals) of a good
replication capability and low cost is used as a filling material to
duplicate the structures from the template. First, PDMS is mixed at a
mass ratio of 10:1 for the pre-polymer to catalyze and degassed for 15
min under a vacuum. It is then poured on the template and degassed
again under vacuum for 20 minutes. Following this, the PDMS is cured
for 10 h at 60°C. As cured, the PDMS does not dissolve in ethyl
alcohol, but the photoresist does, PDMS pillars with mushroom-
shaped tips can be easily obtained in ethyl alcohol. In fact, this process
could be used to duplicate structures with various liquid polymer
materials because the photoresist will be chemically sacrificed during
demolding. Therefore, after exposure to the top and back sides as well
as development and molding, mushroom-shaped micropillars are
produced.

Vertical Mushroom-Shaped Structure. Cap diameter is a
significant parameter in dry adhesion.17,19,21 In this process, the
substrate side exposure dosage and development time are two
important factors influencing the cap diameter. In our experiment, a
mask with arrayed holes with a radius of 7.5 μm and the center
distance of 30 μm is taken to fabricate arrayed mushroom-shaped
pillars. The photoresist with a thickness of about 30 μm is exposed to
150 seconds of G-line UV light at a power of 12.5 mJ cm−2 from the
top side with the mask. The substrate side exposure dose is one of the
most important parameters influencing the cap diameter. In this
process, the photoresist is dosed with 60, 120, and 180 mJ cm−2 from
the substrate side (the transmittance property of the substrate side is
shown in the Supporting Information Figure S1). Following exposure,
the development time, which is another important influencing
parameter for determining the cap diameter, varies from 80 to 130 s
in a 0.5 wt % NaOH solution. With different development times and
substrate side exposure dosages, different cap diameters can be
achieved. Figure 2a shows the relationship between the cap diameter,
development time and substrate side exposure dosage. Observing from
the abscissa, the cap diameter becomes larger with increasing
development time. In fact, the cap size is related to both the center
distance of neighboring pillars and their diameter, but determined by
the development time. Viewing from the vertical axis, the thickness of
the exposed photoresist at the bottom is expanded, and more of the
photoresist would be developed off when the substrate side exposure
dose is raised. Therefore, to achieve a certain cap diameter, the
development time must be decreased, and this also leads to thicker

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the processing steps for fabrication of
mushroom-shaped micropillars. (a) Photoresist spin-coating and
baking. (b) Photoresist exposed from top side with a mask present.
(c) Flooding exposure from substrate side without any mask. (d)
Photoresist is developed, leaving undercut holes. (e) Sylgard 184 is
mixed then poured on the mold and cured. (f) The cured silicone is
demolded, leading to mushroom-shaped pillars.
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caps. In Figure 2a, using a substrate side exposure dose of 60 mJ•cm‑2

as an example, the SEM images show three different cap geometries.
The aspect ratio of the pillars is another important factor for

adhesion.28,31 On the premise of avoiding fracture of structures, a large
pillar height (therefore a large aspect ratio) is desirable for increasing
the adhesion because high aspect ratio contributes to a higher elastic
energy dissipated at pull-off, which can achieve higher adhesion
strength.31 Different aspect ratios of mushroom-shaped pillars can be
achieved by changing the pillar height (i.e. photoresist thickness) or
the pillar diameter. On spin coating, an AZ P4620 photoresist with a
high viscosity is capable of producing a film that can attain a thickness
of 15−18 μm at 1000 r/min or even reach 100μm through multiple
coating and soft bake processes. Generally, the resolution limit of this
photoresist is about 5 μm and the aspect ratio of the patterns can reach
5−10. Although the side wall verticality and aspect ratio can be
improved by optimizing the various process conditions, i.e., exposure
dosage, soft bake time, development time, etc., it is not easy to
fabricate structures with a high aspect ratio (>10:1) and strong vertical
wall. In the experiment presented here, two spin coatings at 1000 r/
min were performed to give a thickness of around 30 μm. Taking
arrayed holes of different diameters (15, 10, and 5 μm) as masks,
mushroom-shaped pillars with three different aspect ratios are
achieved as shown in Figure 2b−d.
This process can also be performed on a nano-patterned substrate,

leading to a hierarchical structure with nanopillars positioned on the
top of mushroom-shaped pillars. At first, a SU8 2002 photoresist is
spun on the substrate followed by a two-step soft baking process. A
silicon stamp with nano pillars is pressed onto the substrate to drive
the negative duplication of the pattern on to the SU8 photoresist at 90
°C. After demolding, the SU8 template with arrayed nano-holes is
obtained on the substrate, to provide the second level structure. Then
the SU8 photoresist is exposed to UV light, followed by a two-step
post-exposure baking. This method allows the SU8 template to be
used repeatedly after exposure and post exposure baking since SU8 is a
highly cross-linked epoxy, which is extremely difficult to remove with a
conventional solvent such as sodium hydroxide or ethyl alcohol. After
introducing a SU8 template on the substrate, the remaining fabrication
process for a dual-level hierarchical structure is identical to that
presented in Figure 1 (see the Supporting Information, Figure S2).
Figure 3a shows the SEM images of the vertical, dual-level

hierarchical structures. The cap and post have diameters of 30 and
15 μm, respectively. The height and diameter of the nano hairs on the
micro pillars are about 1μm and 500 nm respectively. During the
demolding step, it is not easy to fabricate the nanohairs due to a lateral
collapse of the high aspect-ratio structures. As mentioned above,
PDMS of good replication capability is used as a filling material.
However, PDMS with a low elasticity modulus is not well-suited for
high-aspect-ratio nano patterning. In this experiment, both PDMS and

UV curable polymer NOA81 (Norland optical adhesive) are used to
fabricate dual-level hierarchical structures. As a result, the micropillars
can be patterned well, but the high-aspect-ratio nanohairs cannot be
fabricated using the PDMS with a low elasticity modulus, as shown in
Figure 3d. Meanwhile, cured NOA81 with a high elasticity modulus is
rigid enough to fabricate nanoscale structures.

Research on the collapse of mushroom-shaped structures has rarely
been reported, but some theoretical works on pillars have been
presented.10,32,33 On the basis of a quantitative model of lateral
collapse,34 the maximum height of the polymer for a given elastic
modulus, size, and surface energy is given by the following equation
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where E* = E/(1 − υ2) is the plane strain fibril modulus, E the elastic
modulus of a pillar, υ is Poisson’s ratio, r is the radius of the pillar, γs is
the surface energy and w is half the distance between neighboring
pillars. According to Eeq 1, the maximum height of the micropillars (r
= 7.5 μm, w = 7.5μm) for PDMS (E ≈ 2 MPa, γs ≈ 22 mJ m−2, υ ≈
0.5)34,35 is about 70μm, but the maximum height of the nanohairs (r =
250 nm, w = 250 nm) is only 1μm. As shown in Figure 3d, although
the PDMS micro pillars possess mushroom-shaped ends, the height of

Figure 2. (a) Relationship between cap diameter, substrate side exposure dosage, and development time. The inset shows SEM images of different
cap geometries. (b−d) SEM images of mushroom-shaped pillars with different aspect ratios: (b) 2:1, (c) 3:1, and (d) 6:1.

Figure 3. (a) SEM images of the vertical, dual-level hierarchical
structure made from NOA81 and (b, c) its magnified image. (d) SEM
images of intact PDMS micro pillars and (e) its magnified image with
tangled PDMS nano pillars.
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the post is only about 30 μm, which is much less than the maximum
height of 70μm and the PDMS micro mushroom-shaped pillars remain
intact. On the contrary, as shown in Figure 3e, the height of the
nanopillars is about 1.0μm, which is the maximum height; and
therefore, the PDMS nano pillars are tangled. Compared to the
elasticity modulus of PDMS (∼2 MPa), that of the UV curable
polymer NOA81 (∼1360 MPa) is higher. Therefore, it is adequate for
fabrication of nanoscale structures of high aspect ratio without a self-
matting problem, as shown in Figure 3c.
Tilted Mushroom-Shaped Structure. A slanting structure is an

important factor for anisotropic dry adhesives, and here we present a
convenient method to fabricate a tilted mushroom-shaped structure.
As shown in Figure 1, the UV light passes through the mask at a
special angle θ during the top side exposure. When θ is equal to 90°,
the structures achieved are vertically oriented. When θ is less than 90°,
slanting structures are generated. Therefore, it is easy to obtain a
slanting structure and control the tilt angle by inclining the substrate
during exposure from the top side. Once the top side has been
exposed, the process then follows the information presented in Figure
1 (the dependency of the tilting angle on the irradiation angle is shown
in the Supporting Information, Figure S3.)
Images a and c in Figure 4 show SEM images of tilted mushroom-

shaped micro pillars and the hierarchical structures. The tilt angle can
be easily adjusted by changes in the angle between the incident UV
light and the substrate. Though NOA81 has a high elasticity modulus
and is suitable for fabricating high aspect ratio nanoscale structures, it
needs to be cured through exposure to UV light. Images e and f in

Figure 4 illustrate the process of curing NOA81. At first, as shown in
Figure 4e, UV light passes through NOA81 from the top side. As the
NOA81 pillars and their mushroom-shaped ends are inclined the
surrounding photoresist absorbs a portion of the UV light. As a result,
NOA81 cannot be thoroughly solidified. Figure 4g shows a SEM
image of incomplete solidified of NOA81 pillars, whose cap is
fragmentary because of incomplete irradiation when exposed to 60 s of
UV light at a power density of 12.5 mw cm−2 only from the top side. If
the irradiation time is increased then NOA81 can be fully solidified,
but this is not a reliable method of fabrication nor is it cost-effective.
As shown in Figure 4f, if the UV light passes through NOA81 from
only the substrate side, some UV light is also absorbed by the
surrounding photoresist, whereas the top and substrate side UV light is
complementary to each other, and together they can make NOA81
completely solidified. The perfect tilted, mushroom-shaped NOA81
structures, shown in Figure 4d, are fabricated after irradiation by UV
light twice, from the top and substrate sides.

Adhesion Test. To characterize the adhesion properties of
biomimetic dry adhesives fabricated using the method presented
here, several biomimetic dry adhesive surfaces made of UV curable
polymer NOA81 over an area of 1 cm2 were used as test samples.
Firstly, the vertical pillars tested have a diameter of 15μm and the
center distance between them is 30 μm. The cap diameter is about
25μm and the total height of the pillars is approximately 30μm. To
demonstrate that the mushroom-shaped tips increase adhesion
strength, pillars with and without caps, of identical total height and
diameter in the post part, were used as test objects to perform a

Figure 4. (a, b) SEM images of tilted micro pillars and (c, d) hierarchical structures. NOA81 cured with UV light from the (e) top side and (f)
substrate side, and (g) SEM image of incompletely cured hierarchical structure.

Figure 5. (a) Schematic illustration of the adhesion test set-up. (b) Adhesion performances of vertical and slanting pillars of mushroom-shaped tips
as well as vertical pillars without caps. The arrows illustrate the adhesion test direction for the dry adhesives. (c) Image of a 500 g weight suspended
via the pillars with mushroom-shaped tips over an area of 1 cm2.
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comparison of the lateral friction force. In addition, tilted structures are
important for mimicking the gecko feet at the performance in
directional adhesion. The tilted pillars of the mushroom-shaped tips
having the same structure parameters as the vertical pillars except for
the tilt angle (∼60°) were also tested to confirm that the anisotropic
adhesion property can benefit from slanting structures.
Measurements of the lateral friction forces for the vertical and tilted

pillars were recorded against a flat Si surface with home-built
equipment, as shown in Figure 5a. This instrument primarily consists
of a digital force gauge with a resolution ratio of 0.1N, a motorized
translation stage (PI GmbH M-531.DD) with a high resolution of 0.1
μm and a force loading device to provide normal preload. During the
adhesion test, no external normal load was applied and the stage
moved at a constant rate of 10um/s until pull-off. Figure 5b shows the
lateral friction forces against the preloaded value for both the vertical
and tilted pillars. The lateral friction force of mushroom-shaped pillars
(vertical or tilted) increases with increasing preloads due to the
increased tip contact areas, and it reached a saturation level after the
mushroom-shaped pillars came into complete contact with the Si
surface. On the contrary, the lateral friction forces showed a small
increase with the increasing preload for the pillars without caps and the
values were relatively low in comparison to the mushroom-shaped
pillars, which demonstrated that the mushroom-shaped tips can
effectively enhance the adhesion properties. To demonstrate the
practical application of this technology, a 1 cm2 section of the vertical
mushroom-shaped pillars was used to suspend a 500g counterweight.
(As shown in Figure 5c, the photo was taken at 5 min after loading.)
For the tilted pillars, the maximum lateral friction force reached to

∼8.4 N/cm2 on average following the direction of the inclined angle
and the force reduced to ∼3.5 N/cm2 on average in the reverse
direction, suggesting that the tilted dry adhesives presented here can
be used to achieve directional adhesion with the ratio to 2.4 between
the forward and reverse directions, and this directional adhesion
property can be explained by a peeling model. According to the
Kendall peeling model, the relationship between the critical peel-off
force and the peel-off angle can be given by36
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where F is the peeling force, E is the elastic modulus, b is the width of
the sample, R is the energy required to fracture, and α is the peeling
angle. For a single tilted pillar, b is the diameter of the cap and α is the
angle between the cap and the post as shown in Figure 5b. Because of
the initial leaning angle of the tilted pillar being reduced from 60° to
0° when it is pulled along the inclination angle the peel-off force is
increased. However, when the pillar is pulled in the reverse direction,
the peeling angle increases from 60 to 90°, and thus the peel-off force
is reduced according to eq 2. Accordingly, the peel-off force of vertical
pillars is less than the force of tilted pillars when pulled along the
inclination angle and greater when pulled against the inclination angle.
Although the maximum lateral friction force is approximately 8.4 N/
cm2, which is near to the gecko foot hairs’ adhesion strength (∼10 N/
cm2), the preload of this biomimetic dry adhesive’s surface (>1 N/
cm2) is far larger than a gecko’s (<0.01 N/cm2), mainly because of its
high aspect ratio structures.28 In addition, the mushroom-shaped
pillars are intact after several repeated peeling-off since the biomimetic
dry adhesive is detachable by overcoming the interface van der Waals
force, which demonstrates the biomimetic dry adhesives can be used
repeatedly.

■ CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a convenient method for the
fabrication of various biomimetic dry adhesives composed of
a mushroom-shaped arrayed structure based on conventional
photolithography and molding. Two exposures, one on the top
and one on the bottom of a photoresist, are performed to
generate an array of mushroom-shaped structures after
development and molding. It is possible to exert effective

control of the aspect ratio by altering the height of the pillar
(i.e. the photoresist thickness) and control of the cap diameter
by changing the development times. Several influencing factors,
such as the material’s elastic modulus and curable methods,
have also been analyzed to successfully produce vertical and
tilted hierarchical structures. In addition, the adhesion proper-
ties have been demonstrated using vertical and slanting
mushroom-shaped micro pillars as well as vertical pillars
without caps as the test samples. The mushroom-shaped tips
can effectively enhance the adhesion properties and the
anisotropic adhesion property can benefit from the slanting
structures. The convenient, yet robust approach presented here
would be highly useful for the development of various
biomimetic dry adhesives in a cost-effective and fast manner.
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